
External Blitzwolf LED solar lamp BW-OLT4 with dusk and twil Ref: 5907489604420
External Blitzwolf LED solar lamp BW-OLT4 with dusk and twilight sensor, 1800mAh

BlitzWolf Solar Lamp
3-part,  adjustable  solar  lamp  with  motion  detection  sensor.  It  has  128  LED  lamps  and  the  lumen  output  reaches  700  lumens.  The
construction  is  mobile,  so  you  can  easily  adjust  it  according  to  your  needs.  The  motion  detection  sensor  reaches  an  extremely  far
distance, as it reaches an angle of up to 120 degrees. Additionally, it has a waterproof IP64 system.
 
Well thought-out design
When the sensor detects human or  animal  movement at  a distance of  up to 8 meters,  the lamp will  immediately release a stream of
light. A wide angle of light will illuminate a large part of your garden. You can set the moving lamp shank as you like. Each of the three
parts is adjusted to a rotation of 270 degrees. The lighting time by detecting movement is 30 seconds, while the light itself has a white,
cool tint.
 
Light up every angle
With the new BlitzWolf solar lamp you can brighten up every nook and cranny hidden in the dark. All three parts are movable, the two
sides can fold at 90 degrees. The main part rotates up to 100 degrees and the solar panel can change position by 20 degrees. Everything
has been thought out just to make sure you get the most out of your lamp.
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Highest quality
The polysilicate, wide coating of solar panels provides the effect of 17 percent solar energy conversion. During one day, up to about 6/7
hours, the lamp can produce the required power to serve you best at night. Battery capacity is 1800 mAh, so it will easily provide light
around your home all night.
 
Robust and resilient
Designed to withstand harsh weather conditions, ideal for lighting your home environment. Built-in waterproof IP64 system completely
protects the lamp from flooding. It is also immune to unnecessary heating, so that it does not cause fires. The best ambient temperature
in which it should be located is from about 0 to 45 degrees Celsius.
 
 
	Manufacturer
	Blitzwolf
	Model
	BW-OLT4
	Solar panel
	DC5.5V/1.55W
	Color temperature
	6500K
	Sensor
	lights/movement
	Sensor range
	8m
	Waterproof system
	IP64
	Material
	PC+ABS
	LED
	128 Pcs SMD2835
	Luminous flux
	700Lm
	Battery capacity
	3.7V/1800mAh
	Ambient temperature
	0~45℃
	Size
	176 x 103 x 117

Price:

€ 22.00
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